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Mathematical modelling was used to describe the course of convective drying 
of a ceramic body. The procedure is based on the assumption that the ceramic 
body comprises a binary mixture of incompressible components in which the 
moisture transfer is due to diffusion and heat conduction. The respective 
balance and constitutive equations are solved for the initial and boundary condi
tions defining the operation of convective body drying. Solutions of the equations 
provided models of convective body drying both involving and not involving 
thermodi.ffusion. 

INTRODUCTION 

.. 

Operations involving water transfer in a saturated ceramic mix are typical of 
classical ceramic technology. The course of these operations can be studied and 
described in two ways. The first is the experimental method based on empirical 
determination of parameters and their dependence on various mutually 
variable quantities. This procedure is demanding as regards the number of 
experiments and does not always lead to optimum parameters of the operation in 
question. The second procedure, that of mathematical modelling, is based on 
determining the principle of the operation being described and on mathe
matical description of its course with defined materials. In a simplified way, 
the procedure can be summarized into the following points [I]: 

I. Derivation of elementary balance and constitutive equations and determi
nation of their material constants provide a general model of the description. 

2. On the basis of an analysis of the technological operation one obtains the
initial and boundary conditions necessary for the resolving of the transfer 
equations. 

3. Resolving of the equations provides a mathematical description of the course
of the technological operation. 

4. A comparison of the model with experiment will show whether the simpli
fying assumptions and the choice of initial and boundary conditions were 
suitable. 

The present study has the aim to demonstrate application of the procedure 
mentioned above for obtaining and verifying a mathematical model of convective 
drying of plate-shaped ceramic bodies in a medium of constant parameters, 
and to determine the effect of thermodiffusion on water transfer in the course 
of drying. 
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Balance  and  const itut ive  equat ions  

The saturated ceramic mix i s  defined as a binary isotropic mixture of incom
pressible components (ceramic material and water) involving simultaneous trans
fer of moisture and heat. The moisture and heat balance can be expressed by 
the following equations [2]: 

DO 
Dt 

- -div h,

DT d" Iit = - IV q,

(1) 

(2) 

D o where Dt = at + u grad represents substantial differentiation of the quantity 

being balanced, h is the moisture flux by volume, q is the heat flux density, 
0 is the moisture content by volume, T is temperature and u is the mean 
mixture relaxation flux rate. To describe the water and heat transfer in 
ceramics use is made of the situation in which the individual components in 
the mix are in motion, whereas the medium proper remains stationary, i.e. 
u = 0. Equations (1) and (2) then have the forms:

otO = -div h, (3) 

ec;, OtT = -div q, (4) 

where Ot represents partial derivative in terms of time. The moisture and heat 
flux in saturated ceramic mix can then be described by linear constitutive 
equations for moisture and heat flux in the forms: 

h = -D grad O - D T grad T - Dp grad P,

q = -Ji. grad T, 

(5) 

(6) 

where P is pressure, D, D T , Dp are the coefficients of diffusion, thermodiffusion 
and barodiffusion respectively, and Ji. is the coefficient of thermal conductivity. 
On introducing the term of effective diffusion coefficient, i.e. a coefficient whose 
value includes the effect of capillary barodiffusion [3]: 

D+ = D + Dp ocP, (7) 

equation (3) will have the form: 

h = -D+ grad O - DT grad T. (8) 

If the moisture and heat transfer are unidimensional, equations (3), (4), 
(6) and (8) can be expressed in the forms:

otO = ox (D+ oxO + DT oxT), (9) 

(!Cp otT = ox (Ji. cxT), (10) 

h = -D+ cxO - DT oxT, (11) 

q = -Ji. oxT. (12) 
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On the assumption that the material variables in equations (9 and 10) are 
constants, the equations can be written as follows: 

OtC = D+ OxxC + DT OxxT,I 

otT = a oxxT, 

where a = )./Cp(! is the thermal conductivity of the mix. 

Init ia l  a n d  boundary  condit ions  

(13) 

(14) 

To resolve equations (13) and (14), one has to know the initial and boundary 
conditions which follow from the analysis of the given technological operation 
[4]. The aim is to obtain a mathematical model of convective drying of ceramic 
bodies. 

The course of convective drying of ceramic body in a medium of constant 
parameters, i.e. temperature T, rate of air flow v and relative air humidity rp can 
be expressed by the schematic diagram in Fig. 1. Curve 1 represents the time 

m I f 

2 

time 

Fig. 1. Curve of body drying in a mediaum of constant parameters. 

dependence of drying rate m and curve 2 the time dependence of the mean 
body temperature T. The diagram indicates that three characteristic periods of 
time ean be distinguished [5]: 

I - the period of heating through, 
II - the period of a constant drying rate, 

III - the period ot a decreasing drying rate. 

From the standpoint of a safe course of drying, the quality of green w1;1,re 
isdecisively affected by the course of periods I and II. Moreover, these two periods 
comply with the assumption of the binary mix introduced in the formulation of 
the problem. Let us therefore pay attention to these two characteristic periods. 

Period I involves an increase in the drying rate and the rate of heating the 
body, which results in the creation of moisture and temperature gradients 
in the body. The end of the first period can be characterized by attainment of 
a constant rate of drying and the body temperature, which is equal to the 
temperature of adiabatically saturated air. Period II is characteri zed by a con
stant drying rate and a constant body temperature. The end of this period is 
indicated by the critical point. 
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In the course of drying, the water evaporates from the body surface into the 
ambient atmosphere, which results in wa.ter transfer from the body interior 
towards tpe surface. As a consequence of this water transfer, a moisture gradient 
arises in the body and is responsible for internal stress. This situation is schemati
cally represented in a simplified way in Fig. 2. The given findings show that 
knowledge of the time development of moisture and temperature profiles in the 

C Pressure 

Tension 

-L 0 L -L 0 L 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the development of stress in a body. 

body in terms of the size of the surface moisture and temperature fluxes 
(drying rate and heating rate respectively) will be decisive for: a correct 
description of the convective body drying operation. 

To formulate the initial and boundary conditions, let us consider a body 
2L in thickness, with a generally defined moisture and temperature distribution 
at time t = 0. This condition can be mathematically expressed by the initial 
condition: 

t=O x E (0, L) C(x) = f1(x) 

T(x) = f2(x), 

(15) 

(16) 

where Lis the half body thickness. The boundary conditions can then be formula
ted by means of assumed knowledge of the surface moisture and heat fluxes 
and the symmetry conditions, i.e.: 

300 

C 

Ca 

0 

t > 0 x = 0 axe = axT = 0 (17) 

x = L hL(t) = -D+(axC)L - DT(axT)L (18) 

r = tz!x) 

C : f1 ( x) 

qL(t) = J.(axT)L + r .  hL(t), (19) 

T C T 

To qL ( t) 

hL (I) 

L 0 
B 

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of initial and boundary conditions in a body. 
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where the second term on the right-hand side of equation (19) expresses the 
consumption of heat due to evaporation of water from the body surface. The 
initial and boundary conditions defined in this way are represented aby the 
simplifying schematic diagram in Fig. 3. A shows that the initial mean moisture 
distribution 00 and the initial mean temperature distribution T0 , for which it 
holds that oxOo = oxTo = 0, i.e. 00 and T0 = const., can be defined in the body 
at time t = O; these are defined as follows: 

Oo = L-1 J f1(x) dx, 
0 

To = L-1 J fz(x) dy. (20) 
0 

To simplify the expression and control the model , it is convenient to convert 
the transfer equations into dimensionless forms. On introducting 

c = (Oo - C(x))/00, 

T = (T(x) - To)/To, 
r = at/L2, 

; = x/L, 

F2(;) = (Oo - fi(x))/Oo, 
F1(;) = (fz(;) - 'l'o))/To, 

Co = J F1(;) d;, 
0 

To = J F,,(;) d;, 

equations (13) and (14) will have the forms: 

where 

a.a = 'Y/ oe/J - 17Y ouT,

o/I' = o;eT,
17 = D+/a, 
c'l = DT/D+, 
y = c'lTo/Co, 

and the initial and boundary conditions will have the forms 

where 
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T = 0, ;E(0,l) 

T = F2(;), 
r < o, ; = o a;c = olr = o,

; = I /J2 = o/J - y o;T, 

/Ji = 2eT - 17µ{)2, 

/Ji = qL(t) L/l./I'o , 
/J2 = hL(t) L/D+00, 

µ = rC0/(!cpTo. 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 
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THE MODEL OF .CONVECTIVE BODY DRYING INVOLVING 

THERMODIFFUSION 

The solutions of equations (29) and (30) for conditions (34 through 38) can 
be obtained by La place's transformation in the following form [6]: 

where 

Af, = (-l)i (1 - vf)/(vr - vl), 

Au= Bu = (-l)i y/(vr - vl),

Bfi = (-1)' (1 - vl)(vf - vl), 

A;•= 0, 

A� = (-1)1 (1/'Yj - if)/(vr - vl), 

B;i = (-1)' µ17(if- 1)/(vr - vl), 

B� = (-l)i17(l/17 - vr) - µy17/(vj - rz), 

111 = ((1 + l/17) + (-1)' ((1 + l/17)2 - 4/17)1/2)/2, 
1 <X> 

Pkt = J Fk(�) d� + 2 L cos (mt�) exp (-n2n2vf) X 
0 n=l 

X J Fk(�) cos (nn�) d; 

T <X> 

and 

Qki = J Pk(-r') d-r' + L (-1)" cos (nn�) X 
0 n=l 

X exp (-n2n2vfrJ-r) J Pk(-r') exp (n2n2vfrJ-r') d-r). 
0 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

If the initial moisture and temperature distribution in the body is homoge
neous, conditions (15) and (16) have the form 

t=O x(O, L) O(x) = Go, 
T(x) = To , (54) 

Rearrangement of equations (42) and (43) yields the moisture and temperature 
profiles in the body: 

~ 
2 2 

C = L L B'/JQki, 
k=l i=l 

~ 2 2 

T = L L B{iQki· 
k=l i=l 

(55) 

(56) 

All the symbols in these equations have the same significance as those in the 
previous instances. 
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THE MODEL OF CONVECTIVE BODY DRYING BY NEGLECTING 
THERMODIF FUSSION 

Thermodiffusion is a water transfer process whose driving force is the tempera
ture gradient arising in the ceramic body. Determination of the effect of this 
phenomenon on water transfer in the drying of ceramic materials is so far 
not a quite clear problem. The determination can be based on comparing 
models of drying involving thermodiffusion with those neglecting thermodiffusion. 
The latter can be obtained by solving equations (29) and (30) while neglecting 
the cross terms for conditions (34 through 38). The corresponding time 
developments of temperature and moisture profiles will have the forms; 

~ 
1 ... 

T = J F1(g) dg + J [,81(,:') - µ17,82(-r')] d,:' + 
0 0 

00 1 

+ 2 L cos (n1tg) {exp (-n21t2,:) J F1(e) cos (n1te) de} +
n=l 0 

00 ... 

+ 2 L (-l)n cos (n1tg) {exp (n21t2-r) J [,8(,:') -
n=l 0 

~ 1 1 00 

0 = J Fz(g} de+ 1J J ,82(,:') d-r' + s L cos (n1te) X 
0 0 n=l 

1 

X exp (-n21t2,:) {J F2(() cos (n1tg) d$ + 
0 

T 

(57) 

+ 17(-l)" J {]2(-r') exp (n2
1t

2rrr') d-r'}, (58) 

where the symbols used in the equations have the same significance as those 
used in the previous chapter. Adjustments identical with those used in the 
previous chapter will yield solutions corresponding to the initial homogeneous 
moisture and temperature distribution in the body. 
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ROH BERTMBHAff C-YIIIKA KEPAMMqEcKoro TE JIA, 
qACTb I - MATEMATJ1qECRAff MO.D:EJih 

<DpaHrnllleK Oynpnm, Mpnm faapna 

1;atfieopa mextto.aoeuu cu.aunamoe, X U.M,ui.o-mexH0Jioeu�c11:uu uncmumym 
166 28 Ilpaea 

Mop;eJII, KOHBCKTHBHOll cylllKH Hachllll;CHH0r0 KepaMnqec1mro Terra 0CH0BbIBaeTCH Ba 
rrpenrroJiomemrn, 4T0 B Terre rrponcxop;nT o6�aa rrepep;aqa Brrar.11 p;mpipya.11eii: 11 Temrn Terr110-
npoaonHoCTbID. Ilpn naHHbIX rrpenrro;rnmemrnx 6hlrrll rrorryqeHhl 6arraHceBhle H K0HCTH-
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TYTHBHhie ypaBHCHHll 06011x npon;eccon. IIyreM HX pemeHHll )];JIil Ha'JaJibHLIX H .KOBTJPHLIX 
ycJIOBHH, orrpegeJIHIOII\llX orrepan;HIO .KOHBe.KTHBHOH cynnrn: HaCLIIIleHHOro KepaMHqec1(0rO 
T0Jla, 6LIJIO IIOJiyqeHO MaT0M3.TlPI0CRoe om1caHI10 xoga onepan;m1 BKJIIO'laH BJIHHBHe rep
MOAH1pq>y3HH Ha nepe/Ia'IY BJialHHOCTll B CMCCH. MogeJib orrpegenaeTCH ypaBHCHHHMH (42-53). 
1Ipeue6pemeHneM BJIHHHHH TepMogncpcpyann na rrepep;aqy nnam:HOCTH npn cyIDKe B peme
BH0M ypaBH0HHH rrepegaqH 6blJia rronyqena MOA0Jlb 603 TepMOAHcpcpy3HH, onpep;eJIH0MaH 
ypaBH0BHIIMH (57) H (58). 

Puc. 1. KpueM cyuu.u me.aa e cpeae c nocmonHHblMU napa.Mempa.Mu. 
Puc. 2. Cxe.Ma 60Bnu1.1wBenUJ1, nanpn:»Cenua, 6 me.iie. 
Puc. 3. Cxe.Ma na'!aJibHblX u 1.onmypnbix yc.11,oeuii e me.ae. 

KONVEKCNf SUtlENf KERAMICKEHO Tli:LESA, CAST I 
MATEMATICKY MODEL 

Frantisek Oujiii, Jin Havrda 

Katedra technologie silikati,,, Vysoka skola chemickotechnologicka, 166 28 Praha 6 

Model konvekcniho suseni nasyceneho keramickeho telesa je zalozen na. predpokladu, ze v te
lese dochazi ke spolecnemu sdilenf vlhkosti difuzi a. tepla vedenim. Za tlichto predpokla.du 
byly ziskany zakladni bilancni a konstitutivni rovnice obou procesu. Jejich resent pro pocatecni 
a ukrajove podminky definujici operaci konvekcniho suseni nasyceneho keramickeho telesa. byl 
ziskan matematicky popis prubehu operace zahrnujici vliv termodifuze na prenos vlhkosti ve 
smesi. Model je definovan rovnicemi (42-53). Zanedbanim vlivu termodifuze na prenos vlhkosti 
pfi suseni a resenim pfenosovych rovnic byl ziskan · model bez termodifuze, definovany rov-
nicemi (57) a (58). 

Obr. 1. Kfivka Buseni telelJa v proBtredi B konBtantnimi parametry. 
Obr. 2. Schema vzniku pnuti v tlleBe. 
Obr. 3; Sch1ma pocatecnich a okrajovych podminek v telese.

0. G. MARTYCENKO, A. G. SEMENOV, JU. A. SOKOVltlIN: PARAMETRICESKIE 
METODY V SVOBODNOJ KONVEKCII (Parametricke metody ve volne konvekci). Nauka 
i technika, Minsk 1984, 239 stran, cena 1 r. 70 k., 22 Kcs. 

Kniha se zabyva prenosem tepla volnou konvekci mezi vertikalnim povrchem a okolni 
tekutinou, a to pro nekonstantni teplotu povrchu. Uvazuje se pouze stacionarni stav a uloha 
se resi ve dvou rozmerech pro polonekonecnou stenu s pocatkem na dolni hrane. Pro reseni 
hranicni vrstvy se aplikuji ruzne varianty parametrickych metod, ktere se postupne zobecnujf. 
Je odvozena univerzalnf rovnice pro vypocet parametrickych funkci a jsou diskutovana ruzna 
priblizeni, jejich presnost a rychlost konvergence. Z numerickych vypoctli plyne vysoka 
presnost uvedene metody. 

Zajimavym rozsirenim je reseni (!loh volne konvekce spojene s kondukci v pevne stilne. 
To umoznuje fadu konkretnich aplikaci, napf. vypocet svisleho zebra ohfivaneho zespodu, 
svisle desky s vnitfoimi tepelnymi zdroji, pevne steny rozdelujici dve oblasti s volnou kon
vekcf, apod. 

V zaveru knihy jsou pfiklady inzenyrskych vypoctu tykajicich se vysokoteplotnich a kryo• 
gennich armatur a ruznych casti elektrickych zarizeni. 

Schill 
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